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The Daily Student Voice of Howard University

BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY

Undergraduate Trustees, Jacob Smith, hosted an event called "How to Use Your Undergraduate Privileges Mind Your Own Business: Reward Your Own Breaks," in Mind 37 yesterday evening in the School of Business administration. The event featured」「the」office of business administration, Finance, Student Life, and Student Life vice president to talk about the difficult task of balancing the needs of constituents with what is healthy for the university as a whole.

By implementing anti-tobacco policies, students have suffered from a lack of a permanent dean. They have a broken foundation because they don't gain money when we don't have a permanent leader," said John Bothwell, Phi Beta Kappa, and student member of the Senate. "We need to get money from foundations because they don't grant money when we don't have a permanent leader," said Bothwell.

"We can't get money from foundations because they don't grant money when we don't have a permanent leader," said Bothwell.

Students have a "very strong" relationship with the university, he said. "We have a broken foundation because they don't gain money when we don't have a permanent leader, but hopefully this is another reminder that we need a leader," said Bothwell.

Great American Smoke Out Celebrates 30th Anniversary

BY SHARIFF FERRAND/TYPHOON

The Great American Smoke Out, held yesterday, is an event that has been going on for the past 30 years. "We need to change attitudes and reduce the amount of tobacco use in the United States," said Dr. Park B. Chan, a professor in the School of Public Health.

Tobacco use is a major killer, and it's affecting our health. There are many ways to reduce tobacco use, such as implementing anti-tobacco policies. By doing so, we can help people stop smoking and improve their health.

Great American Smoke Out, in partnership with the American Lung Association, is a campaign that aims to reduce tobacco use. By implementing anti-tobacco policies, we can reduce the amount of tobacco use in the United States and improve the health of its citizens.

By implementing anti-tobacco policies, we can help people stop smoking and improve their health. This is an important issue that affects all of us, and we need to work together to address it.
The pillars of the Howard University community were recognized last night in Baxter's Gallery Lounge by Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha Chapter and the Office of Residence Life in the second annual Women's Appreciation reception.

"It's a blessing to be honored to know that people recognize what you're doing. The work that you do for God and people will last a lifetime," Jackson-Grey said.

During the reception, women's pride organizer Dericka Brown, said, "I plan to have women to attend a meeting with a woman who plans to get them to be concerned about the fact that they are appreciated. We wouldn't be here if we weren't women like you, our ancestors.

"The brothers of Phi Beta Sigma also paid homage to the Pan-African Sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority and Sigma Gamma Rho through a blessing and a prayer.

President of the Howard University Student Association Jennifer Owen gave a powerful speech in the audience by the keynote speaker. Owens said that the spirit of a woman is to rise to the occasion and beat the odds that are presented before them.

"I don't know what the woman that I am today learned how to be a woman through my professors and women around me," Owens said during her address.

She ended her speech with a rendition of Maya Angelou's poem "Phenomenal Woman." 

"We are amazing. I think the brothers did a great job and we're here to be the voice and the face of everyone on this campus. Howard women are definitely looking forward to the next big event," Owens said.

Howard joined the University of Connecticut in a study to determine if genetics had an effect on one's alcohol use.

"Community service is one way in which we can look for flyers to find out what meetings will be held," Peterson said. "I am definitely looking forward to the next big event. The organization is doing something new with the women." 

"I came with the university, and I wanted to make people aware of what we are here for. We want women to know that they are necessary. We wouldn't be here if we weren't women like you," Owens said during her address.

"It could be true that genetics could be related to alcohol, but it doesn't have anything to do with race," said Colleen Wedderburn, a freshman political science major.

While Howard has not wanted to see if the survey was successful enough to continue, the University of Connecticut is in the third year of the study and hopes to core samples for the survey to find out if there is a social thing, which is the survey was successful enough to continue. The University of Connecticut is looking forward to the next big event.

"It has more to do with how we were brought up and how we are brought up," Owens said.

Colleen Wedderburn, a freshman political science major, said, "I have to do with the survey was successful enough to continue. The University of Connecticut is looking forward to the next big event.

"It's a social thing, which is the survey was successful enough to continue. The University of Connecticut is looking forward to the next big event.

"It has more to do with how we were brought up and how we are brought up," Owens said.
Divinity Students Meet With Provost to Discuss Concerns

TRUSTEE, From Am

Deborah Jones, a third-year Divinity school student, believes that the provost-governing board relationship should take a different approach to finding a dean.

"I sought a chance to find people who are creative and who can move us forward. That's the president's job. We just want him to make it, but he is turning into a real mess," Felder said.

"If actions are not taken promptly enough, the situation would not be comparable to that of the president. We will take all the individuals in office," said English.

"We are not satisfied with the last two actions. I am glad that the provost came here, but I would like to see the president here at the Divinity school addressing the students," Griffis said.

Deltas Highlight Love as Key to Black Culture

JABERRECK, From Al

"The love of God's teaching love. This act was followed by the presentation of the concept, which showed people that the concept is possible. The concept is to be appreciated by the students," said Richard Jackson and Thedwara Cunningham that left the words soaring, "If you understand the meaning of love, you will know that it is not my decision."

The hosts, Dantelle Ruth and Elwood Ming, then introduced the concept of the love being taught in the Divinity school. It was then presented by the faculty and students.

"The concept of the love being taught in the Divinity school should be appreciated by the students," said Richard Jackson and Thedwara Cunningham.

The hosts, Dantelle Ruth and Elwood Ming, then introduced the concept of the love being taught in the Divinity school. It was then presented by the faculty and students.

"The concept of the love being taught in the Divinity school should be appreciated by the students," said Richard Jackson and Thedwara Cunningham.
America’s Most Dangerous City: St. Louis

BY KENESHIA WHITE
Contributing Writer

Although some Howard students may believe the nation’s capital is the most dangerous city in the U.S., St. Louis was annually reported to be the nation’s most dangerous city according to statistics released by the Morgan Quitno Press. The national FBI figures released in June showed that the murder rate in St. Louis jumped 16 percent from 2004 to 2005, compared with a 2 percent nationally. The overall violent crime rate increased 1.9 percent, compared with 3.4 percent nationally.

The study only looks at crime within the St. Louis city limits, with a population of about 680,000 and not the suburbs in St. Louis County.

The city rankings are based on a city’s rate for six crime categories: murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary and motor vehicle theft.

The Morgan Quitno Press is a private research firm in Lawrence, Kansas founded in 1989. The company operates in reference books that compare states and cities on different subject areas and also groups by population.

The other major American Morgan Quitno Press ranks are “most violent state,” “most dangerous state,” “most dangerous city,” “most livable state,” “healthiest state” and “most civic area.”

According to the FBI, the rate of violent crimes has increased by an overall 2.9 percent in St. Louis from 2004 to 2005. The Midwest region had an overall crime rate increase of more than 10 percent.

The other major crime in the city is the increasing murder rate. Although some people think cities such as Detroit, New York and Washington, D.C. would rank as the most dangerous city, St. Louis in the Midwest tops the list.

Despite the crime rates in the District, Howard University senior Walter Administration major Brian Bessey said he did not feel threatened if any major city comes in at number one.

While the District’s numbers are not surprising to me, I do not feel threatened about the areas where we need to take extra precaution.

St. Louis at the top of the scale is no surprise because of the rising homicide rate and the “crime emergency” in the District. Hussein-Bay also said that he feels very safe because he knows the police are working hard on crime prevention.

Washington, D.C. has ranked number one in the most dangerous city in the country but when I think about it, I don’t think about the District. St. Louis is the country’s capital in the early 1990s as the peak of a modern crime. The population rate of violent crimes was at 6.4 per 1,000 inhabitants during that time.

Sixth Place in the list of the 10 most dangerous cities was Washington, D.C. to come in at number one.

“I get up to go to work and I see dead bodies. It’s not a pleasant sight to see police cars and ambulances early in the morning and feel safe to let your children are going to be okay.” Metropolitan Police Chief Charles H. Ramsey declared a crime emergency in the District because of the rising homicide rate this past year.

Some residents might not be able to see the major changes, although the city council has been working hard on crime prevention.

The Washington, D.C., mayor recently approved a bill to help reduce crime. The approved bill includes 4,4 million for police overtime, $2.4 million for more surveillance cameras and $5 million to implement programs for youths.

“We’ve Got Issues...” will appear in The Hilltop every other Friday. Produced in part by Project Voice, “We’ve Got Issues...” will look at the two perspectives, tell us what YOU think.

NATION & WORLD

NOVEMBER 17, 2006

“We’ve Got Issues...” Now What?

With the Democrats having taken control of both the House and the Senate and having won well in the majority of gubernatorial races, there is a great change ahead. Under this Republican regime, this country has squandered the only budget surplus that this nation has seen since 1993 and turned it back into a trillion dollar deficit. The country has run rampant with debt, used up its credit rating, losing the freight yet laden, and the poor even poorer, effectively ending the middle class.

With the Democratic Party in order to have a nation to central point united, there was reports of the by the Senate that failed the outcome of the last war in Iraq and the economy. In order to have any hope of taking the presidency in the 2008 elections, the Democratic Party has to show that it has begun to right the egregious wrongs inflicted by the Republican Party, according to the traditions that this country has founded upon.

Conservative View:

In this week’s mid-term election, voters said they wanted change. The majority said the most pressing issue for them was the war in Iraq. Based on the votes, the majority did not agree with the President, the Republican Leadership and the way the war was being handled. However, it is important that the main reason for the Republican losses in the President’s unavailability to compromise, Republicans must step back now, and begin to of bipartisanship, compromise and diplomacy.

KNC Chairman Erin Melmann said, “First of all, we need to reconsider ourselves to our conservative reform principles, that’s very important. We need to try to work together in a bipartisan way. In order to head over backwards to try to do that while maintaining those conservative reform principles.

However, a big question for the voters is do they actually want to make those changes possible?

“The Democrats aren’t going to do anything. They can never stick together. I recall Hillary Clinton saying that she voted for and supported the Iraq resolution. In fact, John Kerry said that thing. His approval rating is in double digits because of the decision that will be to the lasting of the United States,” said Jason Payne, junior engineering major.

Breanna Bledsoe

*These opinions are not those of The Hilltop or Project Voice. Project Voice is a student organization dedicated to increasing political awareness on the Howard University campus. For more information on Project Voice, and to voice您的意见 on the death penalty, e-mail us at ProjectVoice@gmail.com.
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Sports section will
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At Howard For Thanksgiving?
Come Celebrate With Us!

Sponsored by Student Union of the Howard University, also sponsored by Hilltop and Office of the Dean of the College.
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Survey Says...

Reading The Hilltop while sitting on the Yard will increase your sex appeal by 43.76 percent.*

*Your results may vary, depending on attractiveness, attire, and whether you're actually reading. What you do with the benefits of this increase is your business, but we recommend you take it inside.

Graduating Seniors
Including Graduate and Professional Students

Yearbook Pictures
Session is almost over
Last Day is November 17, 2006
Visit us all this week on the Bottom Level of the Blackburn Center From 10am-6pm Price: $20.00

*Price includes 6 poses (3 in cap and gown/3 in your own attire)

TUNE IN NEXT WEEK FOR TRACKS FROM JAY-Z'S NEW RELEASE KINGDOM COME


**Bison Football Face DSU for Senior Day**

BY ELLIOTT JONES

In its regular season finale, the Howard Bison football team is looking to seal a share of the MEAC title. This game, traditionally played between Howard and Delaware State at the end of the fall schedule, has a deeper meaning for Howard’s seniors, who will be playing in Greensboro, North Carolina, for their final time as basketball players.

With this win, the Howard Bison football team hopes to finish the season with a .500 record and an at-large berth into the MEAC playoffs. The Bison are currently sitting in fifth place in the MEAC with a record of 3-4, just one game behind Delaware State, who is currently in fourth place with a record of 4-3.

Howard is looking to finish the season on a high note, after a season that started off poorly. The team has struggled on both offense and defense, and has been inconsistent throughout the year. However, the Bison have shown improvement in recent games, and are looking to build on this momentum.

Delaware State, on the other hand, is coming off a loss to Howard in the last game of the season. The Hornets have been consistent throughout the year, and are looking to win their sixth game of the season.

The game is set for Saturday, November 17th, at 2 p.m. at the Greeen Stadium in Greensboro, North Carolina. It is a home game for Howard, and the team is looking to honor their seniors with a win.

Howard is looking to improve their record to 4-5 overall and 3-4 in the MEAC. Delaware State is looking to improve their record to 5-4 overall and 4-3 in the MEAC. The game is expected to be close, with both teams looking to secure a win.
Sibling rivalry is not a phenomenon unique to the Brosna community. It has been studied back to Biblical times and thousands of years ago. Everyone who has a sibling has fought over little things. Has the television remote, mining personal items, vying for the best spot in the back seat of the car. According to psychologist, surgeon, M. K. D'Antoni, it is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. Instead, it evolves with the individual.

Nephews are often known to become the main center of attention when it comes to sibling rivalry. Although it often begins with an argument over the best spot in the back seat or who gets to watch TV, it can escalate to more hostile incidents if not managed properly. This is why it is important for parents to establish clear boundaries and teach their children how to resolve conflicts peacefully. 

Defining Siblings

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS

Siblings rivalries exist in almost every generation. From the time they are born, they are déjà bashed back and forth. They are forced to compete with each other for love, attention, and respect. It is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. Instead, it evolves with the individual.

Nephews are often known to become the main center of attention when it comes to sibling rivalry. Although it often begins with an argument over the best spot in the back seat or who gets to watch TV, it can escalate to more hostile incidents if not managed properly. This is why it is important for parents to establish clear boundaries and teach their children how to resolve conflicts peacefully. 

Defining Siblings

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS

Musically Inclined Can Help 'Keep a Child Alive'

BY SIMON E. STEPHENSON

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS

Howard Students Balance Experience With Education

BY GORTNEY CLEVELAND

The beginning of November marks the scoring of internships for students in the spring semester. Many students choose to take on opportunities that are not available inside the classroom, whether it be an on-campus job or an internship with a local company. In summertime, because the weather is nice and there are less classes, some students choose to take on internships with companies outside of the university. This is a great opportunity to learn about the industry they are interested in and to gain valuable experience.

The Truth Behind Sibling Rivalry

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS

Sibling rivalry is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. It evolves with the individual. While it can sometimes be a source of tension and conflict, it can also be a valuable learning experience for siblings.

DEFINING SIBLINGS

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS

Sibling rivalry is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. It evolves with the individual. While it can sometimes be a source of tension and conflict, it can also be a valuable learning experience for siblings.

The origins of sibling rivalry can be traced back to the beginning of civilization. It is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. Instead, it evolves with the individual.
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Sibling rivalry is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. It evolves with the individual. While it can sometimes be a source of tension and conflict, it can also be a valuable learning experience for siblings.

The origins of sibling rivalry can be traced back to the beginning of civilization. It is a natural process of life that doesn't disappear with age. Instead, it evolves with the individual.
Making Black Health a Priority

Last week comedian Dave Chappelle had the HUR-picked and more importantly chosen for many audiences, telling them that you can be both hip and beautiful. Though we're happy to see what he's all about, students challenged, we also want to look to the importance of being both beautiful and healthy.

Weight, however, is not the determinant of health. There are many overweight people in great shape and many healthy people, however, that are not. Skin tone, for the most part, has health issues and could be in better shapes. As a community being healthy is key to our future. We all were shocked and saddened at the sudden death of Gerald Green from a heart attack. But keeping in mind, the news aren't just as unhealthy as he could possibly be.

Our View: We as a race have to make our health a priority and fight for equal health care.

With AIDS/HIV, cancer and other illnesses at record numbers, we need to make our health a priority and take better care of ourselves. One way to go to the doctor, no matter what your daily schedule and all the setbacks in your life to maintain their health. Going to the doctor doesn't make you less of a man, but in fact it could add years to your life.

And now we know even going to the doctor is not enough. Do your own research. Even going to the doctor because black people are more likely to have health issues and while having the same insurance as whites.

A recent report discussed in Newsweek states that it is not just genetics that is causing the major disparities in black health care. Doctors aren't giving black patients the same tests or alerting them to the same treatment options. As a community, we must remember our mental health is as well. There is no shame in needing to talk to a professional to figure out your emotions. As a University of students once said to great things, we have to remember to love and value each one of our physical bodies as we do with what we wear and learn.
CLASSIFIEDS
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SITTERS WANTED. AVERAGE $10 PER HOUR. REGISTER FREE FOR JOBS NEAR CAMPUS OR HOME. WWW.STUDENT-SITTERS.COM

U.S. ARMY RESERVE
FINISH YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
WHILE SERVING IN THE U.S. ARMY
RESERVE. GET HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE AND AN ADDITIONAL PAYCHECK EVERY MONTH. IN THE U.S. ARMY RESERVE, YOU WILL TRAIN NEAR HOME AND SERVE WHEN NEEDED. EARN UP TO $23,000 FOR COLLEGE COSTS AND $4,500 IN TUITION ASSISTANCE PER YEAR. PLUS, ENLIST BONUSES UP TO $20,000. TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT 1-800-USA-ARMY.

SAY GOODBYE TO DOWNSIZING
PUT YOURSELF IN CHARGE!
BUILD AN EXCITING CAREER AT PRIMENCIA, WHERE YOU'RE THE BOSS. YOU DETERMINE YOUR OWN HOURS, TERRITORY, EVEN COMPENSATION! FOR MORE INFO, CALL EUGENE M. WILSON, SR. REP OF PRIMERICA, A MEMBER OF CITICORP (202)583-3363

I MISS MY BABY!!!

SITTING WANTED. AVERAGE $10 PER HOUR. REGISTER FREE FOR JOBS NEAR CAMPUS OR HOME. WWW.STUDENT-SITTERS.COM

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES STUDENT COUNCIL PRESENTS: "ASSC PROGRAM" YOUR AREA. TURMAN QUAD NOVEMBER 20TH, 2006 TURMAN QUAD 7:00PM REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
AFTER YOU EARN YOUR BACHELOR'S DEGREE, YOU MAY QUALIFY TO BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER DURING OFFICER CANCER. YOU WILL LEARN VALUABLE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP TECHNIQUES. YOU MAY EARN A FUTURE 37,224 FOR COLLEGE THROUGH THE MONTGOMERY GI BILL. OR PAY BACK UP TO $85,000 OF QUALIFYING STUDENT LOANS THROUGH THE ARMY'S LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM. TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT THE ARMY'S LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM.

SOG STUDENT COUNCIL WILL BE COLLECTING MONEY FOR OUR "ADOPT-A-CHILD" PROGRAM. ALL FUNDS WILL BE PLACED ON A GIANTS GIFT CARD FOR OUR FAMILY TO HAVE A BIG THANKSGIVING MEAL THIS YEAR. ALL DONATIONS CAN BE GIVEN TO A STUDENT COUNCIL STAFF MEMBER OR Dropped off at the Student Council office, room 118 of THE SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

BROOKLAND, FIVE BEDROOM TWO BATH, NEW KITCHEN BATH, FURNACE, HARD WOOD FLOORS, DECK, PORCH LARGE YARD $2300 A MONTH PLUS UTILITIES. 202-486-2155

THE MEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY INC. ALPHA CHAPTER, AND THE OFFICE OF RESIDENT LIFE WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE 2006 RANKING AND APPRECIATION HONOREES: DR. DORIS CORBITT ALICIA JACKSON GRAY LINDA SANDERS HAWKINS FAWN JENNINGS AND JENKINS THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU DO FOR THIS ILLUSTROUS UNIVERSITY AND THE WORLD.

O.K. I SEE YOU BISON #30 BEAT THEM HORNETS -SAMP

PAGENT MODELING SEMINAR DECEMBER 2, 2006 IN BETHESDA, MD METRO ACCESSIBLE FREE PARKING GET THE FACTS BEFORE YOU INVEST ENTRY FEES. PRESENTATION, MEAL, GIFT BAG AND AWARDS.

Write Events by Ann Carrie Simon, LLC 5505 Connecticut Avenue, NW #127 Washington, DC 20015 Email info@ eventsbyamazon.com Web www.eventsbyamazon.com Call 202-866-9700

WARRANT OFFICER FLIGHT TRAINING IF YOU ARE 19-33 YEARS OLD, HAVE A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA AND ARE OTHERWISE QUALIFIED, YOU MAY APPLY TO THE WARRANT OFFICER FLIGHT TRAINING PROGRAM AND LEARN TO FLY ONE OF THE ARMY'S SOPHISTICATED HELICOPTERS. YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR $37,224 FOR COLLEGE THROUGH THE MONTGOMERY GI BILL. TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT 1-800-USA ARMY.

ALPHA DELTA BETA CHAPTER, CHI ETA PHI SORORITY INC. PRESENTS: SURVIVOR: KEYS TO SUCCESS FOR NURSING SCHOOL. TUESDAY NOV. 20TH, ANNEX 1, RM 124 7:32PM